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Excel sheet name already taken

If you use Excel a lot, you may have encountered a situation where you have a name in one cell, and you need to separate the name into different cells. This is a very common problem in Excel and you can probably do a Google search and download 100 different macros written by different people to do it for you. However, in this post, I will show you how to set up a formula so you can do it yourself and
actually understand what's going on. If you use Excel frequently, it's probably a good idea to learn some of the more advanced features so you can do more interesting things with your data. If you don't like formulas and want a faster solution, scroll down to the Text to Columns section to learn how to use excel to do the same. In addition, it is better to use the text-columns function if you have more than two
items in a cell that you need to separate. For example, if one column has a total of 6 fields, using the formulas below becomes really chaotic and complicated. Separate names in Excel To get started, let's see how names are usually stored in an Excel spreadsheet. The most common two ways I've seen are first name last name with only a space and last name, first name with comma separating the two.
Whenever I see the middle initials, it's usually the first name of the midinitial last name as below screenshot shown: Using some simple formulas and combining a few of them together, you can easily separate first name, last name, and middle initial into separate cells in Excel. Let's start with extracting the first part of the name. In my case, we will use two functions: left and search. Logically here is what we
need to do: Search the text in a cell for a space or comma, find the position and then take all the letters on the left side of that position. Here is a simple formula that gets the job done correctly: =LEFT(NN, SEARCH(,NN)-1), where NN is the cell that has the name stored in it. -1 is there to remove the next place or comma at the end of the string. As you can see, we start with the left function, which has two
arguments: the string and the number of characters you want to grab from the beginning of the string. In the first case, we search for a space by using double quotation marks and inserting space between them. In the latter case, we are looking for a comma instead of space. So what is the result for the 3 scenarios I mentioned? We got the first name from line 3, the last name from line 5 and the first name
from row 7. So depending on how your data is stored, you have now extracted either your first name or last name. Now for the next part. Here's what we need to do logically now: - Search text in a cell for a space or comma, find a position, and then subtract the position from the total length of the string. Here's what the formula will look like: = RIGHT (NN, LEN (NN) -SEARCH( ,NN)) So now we use the
correct function. It takes two arguments as well: string and number The characters you want to grab from the end of the string go left. So we want the length of the string minus the location of the space or comma. This will give us everything to the right of the first space or comma. Great, now we have the second part of the name! In the first two cases you have pretty much done it, but if the middle initial is in
the title, you can see that the result still contains the last name with the middle initials. So how do we get to the prism and get rid of the middle initial? Simple! Just run the same formula again that we used to get the second part of the name. So we are just doing another right and this time using the formula on the combined middle start and last name cells. Finds the space after the middle initial, and then the
length minus the space position the number of characters from the end of the string. There you go! Now you have divided first and last name into separate columns with a few simple formulas in Excel! Obviously, not everyone will have their text formatted this way, but you can easily edit it to suit your needs. Text to Columns There is another easy way for you to separate combined text into separate columns
in Excel. It's equipped with the name Text to Columns and it works very well. It's also much more efficient if you have a column that has more than two pieces of data. For example, below I have some data where one row has 4 parts of data and the other row has 5 pieces of data. I would like to divide it into 4 columns and 5 columns respectively. As you can see, trying to use the above formulas would be
impractical. In Excel, first, select the column that you want to ungroup. Then go ahead and click the Data tab, and then click Text in Columns. This displays the Text Wizard in columns. In step 1, you can choose whether the field is separated or of a fixed width. In our case, we choose Separate. On the next screen, select a separator. You can choose from cards, semicollons, commas, spacebar, or enter your
own. Finally, you select the data format for the column. Normally, the general will work just fine for most types of data. If you have something specific like dates, select this format. Click Finish to see how the data is magically separated into columns. As you can see, one row has been changed to five columns and the other to four columns. The Text to Columns feature is very powerful and can make your life
easier. If you have problems with separating names that are not in the format I have above, post a comment with your data and I will try to help. Enjoy! A feature is a preset formula in Excel and Google Sheets that is designed to perform specific calculations in the cell in which it is located. The information in this article applies to Excel 2019, Excel 2016, Excel 2013, and Google Sheets. The function syntax
refers to the layout of a function and contains the name of the function, brackets, comma separators, and arguments. Like all functions begin with an equal sign ( = ), followed by the name of the function and its arguments: The function name tells Excel what calculations to perform. Arguments are contained in brackets or round brackets and tell the function what data to use in these calculations. For
example, one of the most common functions in Excel and Google Sheets is the SUM function: = SUM ( D1 : D6 ) In this example: The name tells Excel to collect data in selected cells. The argument function (D1:D6) adds the contents of a range of cells D1 through D6. You can extend the usefulness of built-in Excel functions by nesting one or more functions in a formula in another function. The effect of
nested functions is to allow multiple calculations to be performed in one cell of a worksheet. To do this, the nested function serves as one of the arguments for the main or furthest function. For example, in the following formula, the SUM function is nested in the ROUND function. = ROUND(When evaluating nested functions, Excel first performs the deepest or innermost function, and then changes outwards.
As a result, the above formula will now: Find the sum of the values in cells D1 through D6. Rounds this result to two decimal places. Up to 64 levels of nested functions have been enabled since Excel 2007. Seven levels of nested features were previously enabled in versions. There are two classes of functions in Excel and Google Sheets: Worksheet FunctionsBase or User Defined Functions Functions of
the Worksheet function are those that are built into the program, such as the SUM and ROUND functions described above. On the other hand, custom functions are functions written or defined by the user. In Excel, custom functions are written in the built-in programming language: Visual Basic for Applications or VBA at a glance. Features are created by using the Visual Basic editor that is installed in Excel.
Custom Features of Google sheets are written in an application script, a Form of JavaScript, and are created using the script editor located on the Tools menu. Custom functions usually, but not always, accept a form of data entry and return a result in the cell they are in. Below is an example of a user-defined function that calculates buyer discounts written in VBA code. Original user-defined UDF functions
or files are posted on the Microsoft Website: Function Discount (Quantity, Price)If quantity &gt;=100 ThenDiscount = Quantity * Price * 0.1ElseDiscount = 0End IfDiscount = Application.Round(Discount, 2)The End Function In Excel, user-defined functions can return values only to the cells in which they are located. They cannot run commands that change the Excel operating environment, such as editing
content or formatting a cell. The Microsoft Knowledgebase contains the following limitations for user-defined features: Delete or format cells on a worksheet. Change the value of data in another cell. Move, rename, delete, or add worksheets to your all environmental options, such as calculation mode or screen view. Set properties or perform most methods. Although Google Sheets don't currently support
them, Excel macros are a series of recorded steps that automate repeating worksheet tasks. Examples of tasks that can be automated include formatting data or copying and pasting operations. Although both use Microsoft's VBA programming language, they differ in two respects: UDF documents perform calculations while macros perform actions. As mentioned earlier, UDF documents cannot perform
operations that affect the program environment while macros can. In the Visual Basic Editor window, the two can be differentiated because:UDF starts with the statement function and ends with End Function.Macros to start under the statement and ends with end sub. Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why! Why!
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